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Tree or Plant worship or the worship using
plants parts is one of the earliest forms of
religions in ancient world. It was through
the worship of the plants or trees that man
attempted to approach and propitiate the
God. Before man developed agriculture, he
lived mostly on fruits and nuts of the
plants. He used their implements for peace
and war. He used their implements for
peace and war. It was from wood that he
obtained fire to cook his food and to warm
his cave dwellings apart from the beauty of
their flowers, which excited his
imagination. It was beneficial influence of
the trees that prompted our remote
ancestors to worship them. The earliest
form of worship was probably the
veneration of the Mother Goddess, the
Earth Mother. Fertility, creation and the
world of plants and animals were her
blessings to her devotees. The worship of
the tree would have originated somewhere
at this time as the adoration of her creative
abilities, symbolizing fertility so essential
to the survival of early people. Tree
worship is found in various societies world
over, especially in India. Besides, there is a
belief that the plants, which are sacred or
being worshipped that have the medicinal
potential too. The present book on Sacred
Plants and their Medicinal Uses is an
attempt to provide a comprehensive
account on some of the important plants,
which are not only being used in sacrificial
rites and rituals dealing with cultural
heritage,
festivals,
and
religious
ceremonies standing from birth till death
but also in medicine, particularly in India.
It is hoped that this book will be useful for
Research Workers working in the field of
Ancient History, Ancient Literature,
Botany and Medical Sciences besides, the
general layman interested in the sacred use
of plants. Dr. Anil Kumar Dhiman is
working as Information Scientist in
Gurukul Kangri University, Haridwar
(UK).
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Sacred Plants and Their Medicinal Uses by Anil Kumar Dhiman Buy Book Sacred Plants and their Medicinal Uses,
ISBN: 9788170353232, Author: Anil Kumar Dhiman, Images for SACRED PLANTS AND THEIR MEDICINAL
USES Herbs are used in many religions such as in Christianity and in the partially Christianized Anglo-Saxon pagan
Nine Herbs Charm. In Hinduism a form of Basil called Tulsi is worshipped as a goddess for its medicinal value since the
Vedic times. Sacred Plants and Their Medicinal Uses by Anil Kumar Dhiman at Trove: Find and get Australian
resources. Books, images, historic newspapers, maps, archives and more. A-Z Herb Use. - Ancient-Wisdom plant used
in worship ceremonies. has also medicinal value. Keywords: Sacred trees, medicinal value, Amravati Dist. 1.
Introduction. In India medicinal plants Buy Sacred Plant Medicine: The Wisdom in Native American It is grown
mainly as an ornamental plant due to its fragrant and beautiful flowers. Jasmine The flowers of Lotus have several
medicinal properties as per Ayurveda. In Hinduism the ashoka is considered a sacred tree. Sacred Plant Medicine: The
Wisdom in Native American Herbalism - Google Books Result iii iv. SACRED PLANTS AND. THEIR
MEDICINAL USES. Dr. Anil K. Dhiman. ., Ph.D., FES, FUWAI. APSI Gold Medal and Young Scientist Awardee,
1999. Sacred Plants and their Medicinal Uses Book by Anil Kumar Sacred Plants and Their Medicinal Uses has 0
reviews: Published August 25th 2003 by Daya Publishing House,India, 248 pages, Hardcover. Sacred plants from
ancient to modern era - Tropical Plant Research Sacred herbs - Wikipedia A short compendium of plants and their
uses as sacred medicine is presented, but the heart of the title lies in its historical reviews of native approaches to herbal
Role of Sacred Plants in Religion and Health-care system of local A short compendium of plants and their uses as
sacred medicine is presented, but the heart of the title lies in its historical reviews of native approaches to herbal Sacred
Plants and Their Medicinal Uses - Anil Kumar Dhiman unearths how shamans and healers talk with vegetation to
find their medicinal properties. comprises the prayers and drugs songs linked to Sacred Plant Medicine - Stephen
Harrod Buhner - Haftad - Bokus The real and indigenous culture of any nation is reflected in its folklore plants have
been Apart from religious importance, it has various medicinal properties. SACRED PLANTS Medicine Hunter
Sacred Plants and their Medicinal Uses by Anil Kumar Dhiman. Buy Sacred Plants and their Medicinal Uses online for
Rs. (498) - Free Shipping and Cash on 6 Sacred Plants In Hinduism - TopYaps considered as sacred due to their
medicinal, aesthetic and natural qualities. and use one or several plants or plant parts in their ceremonies. Kerala
Ayurveda: The Seven Sacred Plants of India Some Sacred Trees and their Medicinal Uses from Amravati IJSR Key words: Religious beliefs, Traditional culture, Sacred rituals, Healing system Table 1: Plant species of
religious values with their medicinal utility. S. No. Sacred Plant Medicine: The Wisdom in Native American Amazon Sacred Plant Medicine: The Wisdom in Native American Herbalism [Stephen how shamans and healers talk
with plants to discover their medicinal properties Sacred plants and their Ethno-botanical importance in central
India Plants and their essential components are examined, trials performed, and possible medicinal uses found. It is a
strict cause-and- effect relationshipone starts Plants of religious significance - Biodiversity of India: A Wiki
worshipped throughout the nation owing only to its mythological significance. Key-Words: Sacred plant,
Ethno-medicine, Medicinal value, Central India. Sacred Plant Medicine: Explorations in the Practice of - Stephen
Harrod - Sacred Plant Medicine: The Wisdom in Native American how shamans and healers talk with plants to discover
their medicinal properties Sacred plants and their medicinal uses / Anil K. Dhiman - Details Besides, There Is A
Belief That The Plants, Which Are Sacred Or Being The Present Book On Sacred Plants And Their Medicinal Uses Is
An Attempt To Sacred Plant Medicine - Inner Traditions The first in-depth examination of the sacred underpinnings
of the world of talk with plants to discover their medicinal properties Includes the prayers and med. Buy SACRED
PLANTS AND THEIR MEDICINAL USES book online at low price in india on . Sacred Plants and their Medicinal
Uses 9788170353232 Anil SACRED PLANTS AND THEIR MEDICINAL USES- Buy online now Early Vedic
texts describe the energies within plants and their use as medicine. The Rig Veda describes plants and their actions. The
Atharva none Kop Sacred Plant Medicine av Stephen Harrod Buhner hos . and Uses as Medicine 11 A Short
Compendium of Plants and Their Sacred Uses 12 Buy Sacred Plants and their Medicinal Uses Book Online at Low
The present book on Sacred Plants and their Medicinal Uses is an attempt to provide a comprehensive account on some
of the important plants, which are not Sacred Plants - ENVIS - CPREEC But there are certain plants that have a
significant importance in Hinduism. Some of these plants have a lot of medicinal values and thats why
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